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Dear readers,
In the latest edition of “Engelsmann News”, it‘s all about extraordinary screens: alongside screening
machines with a distinctive protectiveness that protect the processes and the plant as well as the end
product, we report on a recently developed type of screen whose strengths are in screening delicate
bulk solids. A current project that shows how some screens can save lives particularly captured our
hearts.
» Screens for a Good Cause
» Trust is Good – Protective Screening is Better
» A New Type of Screen for Delicate Products
We wish you happy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

Screens for a Good Cause
A current project, in which Engelsmann is supporting the International Water Aid Organisation (IWAO)
and the Mannheim University of Applied Sciences, has proved that screens can save lives. The shared
aim: the production of an emergency water tank which should enable natural disaster victims to access
uncontaminated water for the first three days. The Engelsmann team is delighted to have contributed
to constructing the prototype of this important project.
For more information on the prototype launch and how it works, click on Info.
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Trust is Good – Protective Screening is Better
Protective screens are among the smaller plant components in production. Their usefulness is all the
greater: their use protects production processes as well as end products from contaminants and impurities. Consequently, protective screens contribute an important part in quality assurance.
You can find out when and where the use of a protective screen is particularly profitable, and what you
should look out for when buying a new protective screening machine in the new guidebook from our
screen technology experts.
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A New Type of Screen for Delicate Products
Have you ever tried crossing a centrifugal screen with a screw conveyor? We have, and the result is
really something: the resulting coil drum screening machine combines the high accuracy of a centrifugal screening machine with the careful product treatment of a screw and is therefore best suited for
screening easily breakable products and coated products.
You should not miss out on the detailed information on the range of applications, the functionality, and
the benefits that our new type of screen has to offer.
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Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products
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